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The classes of languages T~ are defined, i being a natural number, for which 
it is proved that Ti is a proper subset of Ti+l, and a proper subset of context- 
sensitive languages, if 7"1 is the set of all context-free languages and Ti+~ is the set  
of all possible translations from Ti by means of a so-called linear deterministic 
pushdown store transducer; the formal mechanism is close enough to the 
so-called functional generative description, which has already been applied to 
large subsets of natural anguages. 
The whole development of algebraic linguistics is connected with attempts 
to find a formal system adequate for the description of linguistic competence, and 
at the same time, not too strong or general, i.e., a system describing natural 
language (at least in its elementary shape, without stylistic and idiolectal varia- 
tion, etc.) as a system of a specific type. In the writings of Chomsky, Postal, 
Peters and Ritchie, and others, it has been shown that systems (weakly) equivalent 
to context-free grammars are too weak for the former purpose, and that context- 
sensitive grammars (not to speak about Lakoff's global constraints) are not 
satisfactory for the latter; from this point of view neither Chomskyan trans- 
formational grammar could be characterized definitely as properly chosen. Also 
various attempts to find intermediate stages between the weak generative power 
of context-sensitive and context-free grammars have been far from yielding 
a formalism appropriate for the description of natural language. It may be of some 
interest, therefore, to present a new hierarchy of languages in the context- 
sensitive (but not conext-free) zone, which determines the so-called "functional" 
type of generative descriptions as generating languages belonging to a restricted 
subset of context-sensitive languages, in a clear sense rather close to context-free 
ones. The empirical adequacy of such a framework can be appreciated on the 
basis of linguistic accounts of the structure of English as well as of Czech, as 
published by the Prague group (see the short survey included below in Sect. 4). 
The functional generative description works--similarly as a transformational 
grammar--with several components. It belongs to what Hays has called the 
second avenue of linguistic descriptions, i.e., its components are linearly ordered 
and only the first of them has recursive properties (in the sense that it enumerates 
an infinite output language corresponding to a limited input); the other eom- 
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ponents are interpretive, in Chomskyan terms, and therefore they are conceived 
of in the formal framework as transducers. In this respect this type of description 
has much in common with many others (from Lamb's stratificational linguistics 
and NIel'chuk's description "meaning-text" to Lakoff and McCawley's generative 
semantics), most of which have not yet been described formally to the needed 
extent. 
As is well known (cf., e.g., Gladkij, 1973), if the language L generated by a 
context-free grammar is processed by a pushdown transducer P, the resulting 
language P(L) need not be context free or even context sensitive. But it is possible 
to restrict he pushdown transducer in two ways, so that (a) L is a subset of the 
input language of P, and (b) P is defined in such a way that it does not reduce 
the length of the strings processed in more than a linear way, i.e., for a certain 
integer n, any output string of P is not more than n times shorter than the corre- 
sponding input string. Under these conditions it is possible to show that P(L) 
is a context-sensitive, but not always a context-free language, and, furthermore, 
that if P(L) is translated in a similar way by another transducer of this type, the 
resulting language belongs to a wider subclass of context-sensitive languages; 
by adding other such transducers, we increase step by step the weak generative 
power of the system, but we can never reach the power of context-sensitive 
languages (CS). (These results were first published by Pl~itek in 1974.) 
We define the classes of languages Ti, i being a natural number (Sect. 1), for 
which it will be proved that Ti C Ti+l (Sect. 2) and that T i C CS (Sect. 3). The 
sets T~ will be obtained in the following way: T 1 is the set of all context-free 
languages (CF). T k is the set of all possible translations from Tk-1 by means of 
a so-called linear deterministic pushdown store transducer (Sect. 1). 
For linguistic reasons, the pushdown store transducers P1 to P4 described 
in Sgall et al. (1969) are not deterministic ( f. the generation of synonymous 
sentences). It is, however, possible to construct for a generative system (G1, 
P1,..., P4) a more perspicuous parallel system, a "new generative system" 
consisting of a context-free grammar G2, which generates structures specifying 
not only the underlying representations of sentences, but also the surface 
variants (cf. the choice of these variants by means of tables in Sgall et al. (1969)) 
and of linear deterministic transducers P12, P22, Pa ~, and Pa~, so that the same 
language is generated at the output. This means that the generative system 
generates languages belonging to the class T~, which is a satisfactory esult with 
regard to the closeness of T 4 to context-free languages. 
• We assume that the reader is acquainted with the notions alphabet, grammar, 
Turing machine, linearly bounded automaton, language, context-free language, 
and context-sensitive language. These notions are introduced in Hopcroft and 
Ullman (1969), Ginsburg (1966), and Evey (1963). 
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We shall first introduce some conventions of notation used in the sequel: 
CF the set of context-free languages, 
CS the set of context-sensitive languages, 
N the set of natural numbers, 
Int the set of integers, 
K × G Cartesian product of the sets K and G, 
p - r product of the numbers p and r, 
[1, g] an element of the Cartesian product of two sets, 
A an empty string, 
mh a concatenation of the strings m and h, 
A* = {Xa/a E A, X ~ A*, A ~ A*}, 
A + = A* - -  A. 
I f  h is a string (word), then ] h [ denotes the length of the string; if A is a set, 
then l] A I] denotes card(A). 
DEFINITION. A deterministic pushdown store transducer is a system 
M = {K, A, B, C, delta, go, Zo, h, F} 
where K is a finite set of states, A is the input alphabet, B is the pushdown store 
alphabet, C is the output alphabet, h q~ A, Z o ~ B, go E K, F C K. 
M1C K × (A VO h vO A) × (B ~O Zo W A), 
delta: M1--+ K × (B vo A) × (C vo A). 
The following restrictions hold for delta: (g, a, b) --+ (gl , bl , c) ~ delta only if 
one of the following possibilities occurs: 
(1) bl=b=A,  (3) a=c=A,  
(2) b 1 =a =A,  (4) b =c  =A.  
If  (g, a, A) -+ (gl, bl , c) ~ delta, a ~ A holds, then (g, A, b) ---* (g2 , b2 , Q) ¢ delta, 
for any g2, b2, c2 - 
Note. This definition represents in a formal way a finite device working 
with an input tape, with a tape memory (pushdown store), and an output tape. 
The memory has such a property that after a piece of information has been read 
from the tape, this information is erased. To characterize the operation of a 
pushdown store automaton (transducer), some more definitions are needed. 
We shall define the set CONF(M)  (the set of the configurations of the transducer 
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M). CONF(M)  is a set of quintuples, each of which consists of (i) the string that 
has been read from the input tape, (ii) the rest of the input string (not yeat read), 
(iii) the given inner state of the transducer (g ~ K), (iv) the string in the push- 
down store, and (v) the output string. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a deterministic pushdown store transducer. Let 
M = (K, A, B, C, delta, go, Zo, h, F), and w E A +. Then the quintuple K 0 
(A, wh, go, Zo, A) is called an initial configuration of the transducer M, if 
w ~ A +. We take K o ~ CONF(M).  Let 
Ks ~ (ala, ash, g2 , Zowb, CoC), 
K 1 ~ (a 1 , aa2h, gi ,  Zow, Co), 
K3 ~ (axa, a2h, g3, Zow, CoCCi), 
while a~Au{A};  a i ,a  s~A* ;wEB* ;c  oCC*; b~BU{A};  c,c I~CU{A};  
g~ , gs, ga ~ K. 
The set CONF(M)  will be defined by induction. 
(a) Let K 1 ~ CONF(M).  I f  (gI , a, A) -+ (g2 , b, c) ~ delta holds, then we 
say that K1 is followed by K s . 
We shall denote K 1 ~--M K2 and by definition K 2 ~de~ CONF(M).  
(b) Let K~ ~ CONF(M).  Let (g2,A,b) --~ (ga,b, c) ~ delta. Then K s ~-M//73. 
The set CONF(M)  is a set of all Ki such that there exists a sequence K0, 
K 1 .... , K ,  = Ki such that K 0 ~--M KI ~--M "" ~---M Ki .  
I f  K 1 ~--M Ks ~--M "'" ~--M K~ holds, we write K 1 ~-M K~- 
If  K E CONF(M),  K ~-M KI , then K I ~ CONF(M).  
Let K4 ~ CONF(M),  K4 ~ (a, bh, g4, w, c), where a is interpreted as the 
part at the input that has already been read; b is interpreted as the part of the 
word on the input that has not yet been read; w is interpreted as the string of 
nonempty symbols on the pushdown tape; c is interpreted as the record on 
the output ape. 
We then define the functions PST,  S IT  and STAT.  
PST(K4) =def[ w] "'" the length of the record on the pushdown tape in 
the configuration K~. 
SIT(K~)" =de~ (g~ , d, e), where b ~ dbi , w-~ wle and d~ A, e ~ B. 
STA T(K~) = def g~ . 
A sequence {Ki}~, K i ~ CONF(M),  such that Ki ~--M K~+I for every 1 ~ i ~ r 
is called a computation of the transducer. 
DEHNITION. Let M be a deterministic pushdown store tranducer, 
K~CONF(M) ,  a~A* ,  c~C*,  g~F,  K ~ (ah, A,g,  Zo ,c  ), We say that c is 
a translation of a by means of the transducer M, and we write M(A)  ~ c. 
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DEFINITION. L(M)  =aef {a e A*/ex. c e C* such that M(a)  = c} L (M)  is 
called the input language of M. 
DEFINITION. Let L 1 CL(M).  ~ad(L1) =def  {C @ C/ex. a eL1 ,  M(a)  = c}. 
The set M(L1) is called the translation ofL 1 by means of the transducer t]//. 
DEFINITION. A deterministic pushdown store transducer is called linear if 
there exist kx, k= E Nsuch that for every a eL(M)  it holds that [ a ] < kl  " ] M(a)I 
k 2 [ a [ > [ M(a)l .  The set of all linear deterministic pushdown store transducers 
is denoted LDT.  
Let us now define the sets of languages T 1 ,..., T i ,..., which are the proper 
object of the present study. 
DEFINITION. T1 =aef CF (the set of context-free languages). We then 
proceed by induction. 
Let i e N and T, be defined. Ti+ 1 =dee {L/ex. L 1 e T i and M ELDT such that 
L = M(L1) }. Thus a language L~ is an element of Ti if it can be gained by an 
/-fold translation from a CF language by means of a sequence of i pushdown 
store transducers of the given type. 
Note 1.1. Let  L2 e T i .  Then there exists M,  .... , Mi_ l  eLDT and L l  e CF  
such that Mi_  1 ("" (M2(MI(L1)) "") ~ L~ . 
Note 1.2. T i C Ti+ , holds for i e N, since for everyL e T~ it is easy to construct 
a MeLDT such thatL  = M(L) .  
DEFINITION. Let A be an alphabet, j ~ N, a, c e A. 
I~ ~ {clancea n "" cjan/n e N,  c i = c for i = 1 to j} 
Note 1.3. It holds that L. ~ CF ( I  2 e T,). It is easy to find such a context-free 
grammar G I that L(G1) = Ie .  
THEORE?~I 1. I. Let  i e AT, then Im~ Ti , where 2 ~. 
Proof. By induction on i. 
(1) 12 e T 1 (cf. Note 1.3). 
(2) \Ve assume that I2, e T~. Then we shall construct a transducer M = 
({go, gx , & , ga , g~ , gs}, {a, c}, {a, c}, {a, c}, delta, go, Zo, h, {g~}). The transition 
function delta is given by the following rules: 
(go, c, A) ~ (&, A, c) 
(gl, a, A) -+ (g2, a, A) 
(g2 , A, A) ~ (gl , A, a) 
(gl, e, A) ~ (g3, c, A) 
(g4, Zo, A) -+ (gs, Z0, A) 
(g3, A, A) -+ (gl, A, c) 
(g:, h, A) -+ (g~, A, e) 
(g~, A, a) --* (g~, A, a) 
(g~, A, e) -+ (g~, ~, e). 
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It can be easily checked that M(I j)  = I~.~ for j e N. From this and from the 
inductive assumption it follows that I~+~ e Ti+a; Q.E.D. 
For pratical reasons we give here a partially restricted efinition of a finite 
transducer. 
DEFINITION. A finite transducer is a transducer AM~LDT such that 
AM = (K, A, {~}, C, delta, go, Zo, h,F). The set of all finite transducers i
denoted as FA. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let L C T~, ieN ,  i >~ 2. Let AMeFA,  L CL(AM) .  Then 
AM(L)  e Ti . The inference of the proof in question is entrusted to the kind reader; 
it can be found in Pldtek's dissertation. It  can be easily seen that a sequence of a 
pushdown store transducer and a finite transducer is equivalent to the pushdown store 
transducer alone. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is caried out along these lines. 
TI~EOREM 1.3. Let I j e  T~ . Then I ie  T~for all i e N, i <~ j. 
Proof. Let us construct a finite automaton A 1 such that Al(Ii) = Ii-1 for all 
i eN ,  i >/ 2. 
& = ({g0 ,..., ..., g~), (e, a), { ~),  {e, a), delta, go, Zo, p, {g~})- 
Delta is given by the following rules: 
(go, c, A) -+ (g~, A, A), 
(gl,  a, A) -~ (gl,  A, A), 
(gl,  e, A) --~ (g~, A, A), 
(g4, A, A) -+ (g~, A, c), 
It holds that Al(Ii) = I i -1. Thus 
AI(... 
(g2 , a, A) ~ (gs , A, A), 
(gs , A, A) ~ (g2 , A, a), 
(g2 , e, A) - ,  (g~ , A, A), 
(g~ , h, A) ~ (g~ , A, A). 
(Al(Ii) ..') = I(i - -  r), r < i. 
Since A x e FA, the theorem holds. 
2 
We shall prove now that T~ ~ Tk+l. 
THEOREM 2.1 ("uvxwy-theorem "). Let L e CF. Then there exist p, q e N sueh 
that every z eL ,  ] z [ > p can be written as z = uvxwy, vw v~ A and ] vxw 1 < q 
and uvixwiy eL  for every i e N. 
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The proof of this theorem is given in Ginsburg (1966) and Hopcroft and 
Ul lman (1969) and therefore we shall not repeat it here. 
THEOREM 2.2. Ia = {canca~ca~/n ~ N} ~ OF = T 1 . 
Proof. By contradiction. We shall use Theorem 2.1. Let us write out cancanca ~
in an arbitrary way into five parts, ca~canca n = uvxwy. I f  vw @ A, then it holds 
that z = uvaxw2y ~ 13, since 
(a) if c is contained in v or w, then it holds that there are at least four c's 
in z; and this is a contradiction; or 
(b) if v = a i and w = a~, then z = ca~ca~ca "~where either k =/= m, or 
1 @ m, and this is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.3. T 1CT  2. 
Proof. Theorem 2.3 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2, since I~ ~ Tz 
according to Theorems 1.1 to 1.3. 
DEFINITION. We shall write p(i) ~ NC iff p(i) = Pl " i + p2 , Pl ~ N,  P2 ~ C, 
p(i): N -+ C. 
DEFINITION. Let ~/ be an 
R(A,  k, no) ~=~def there exist 
a 1 , a~ ,..., a~ ~ d + such that 
alphabet, and no aN.  We shall write P I [ i ]  
Pt(i), P2(i), ..., Pk(i) ~ NC,  Co, c a ,..., % ~ A*,  
and for any rl(i),... , rs(i ) ~ NC,  s < k, d o ..... ds ~ A* ,  b 1 ..... b8 ~ A + there is 
~s(i ) ,t 1,r1(il),~ l,~2(q ) ... b s ~ ds ~Pl[z] .  P I ( i )  will be some i 1 E N, i 1 > n o such that ~0~1 ~1  
called a series of rank k over A. Let i ~> n o hold. We define PI ( i )  ----def Coa~ 1(i) "'" 
ak c~ and further R(A,  O, no) = R(A,  0) =aer A*,  R(A,  k) = U,=~ R(A,  h, n). 
We denote the rank of a series P I [ i ]  by rank (PI[ i])  in the sequel. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. I~ = {cancanca~/n E N}  thus I a e R({a, c), 3, 1), I a ~ R{(a, c}, 3) 
EXAMPLE 2.2. We shall formulate a corollary of the uvxwy-theorem: Let 
L ~ CF, L C A*  hold. Then there is some p E N such that if w ~L, ] w [ > p, 
then there is some Pw(i)  ~ (R(A, 2) k3 R(A,  1)) such that Pw(i)  CL  holds. 
LEMMA 2.1a. I f  1 ~ i < j ,  P1 eR(A , j ) ,  P2eR(A , i ) ,  then P2 ~P1.  
Proof. The 1emma is a direct consequence from the definition of a series. 
LEMMA 2.lb. I n c R({a, c}, n). 
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Proof. The existential condition of the definition is fulfilled. The other part 
will be proved by contradiction. We choose s <~ n -- 1, d o ,..., d~ e {a, c} + ab I ..... 
b~ e {a, c} +, n o e N, rl(i ),..., r~(i) e NC so that P[i] C In,  
P[/] = {dob~ (1) "" b~(~) d,/i e N, i >/no}. 
Then no bi can contain a c; the words from Iz contain exactly n occurrences of c; 
thus do, d 1 ,..., dn_ 1 contain a c. 
Let us take I.(nl) = ca ~1"'" ca n~ and I.(nl) = P(no) = dobr~("oldlb~ ~%)' ' '  
b] *ln°) a~ca nl, P(no) ~ P[i]; then P(2" no) e P[i], but P(2" no) ¢/,n, and this is a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Let the following relations hold: AI[i] e R(A, k, no), A2[i] e 
R(A, n, nl), p e N, w e A +. We define 
AI[i] * A2[i] ~-a {AI(i)A2(i)/i >= Max(no, nl)}, 
Al [p ' i ]  ~ ,{A l (p ' i ) / i  ~ no}, 
w * A 1[i] ~f  {wA 1 (i)/i >= no}, 
A 1[i] * w ~ {A l(i)w/i >= no}. 
We shall write AI[i] = A2[i] ~ AI( i)  = A2(i) for i ~ max(no, n~). 
DEFINITION. Let the following relations hold: M eLDT;  M = (K, A, B, C, 
go , zo , h, delta, F); m, m~ e N, m 1 ~ m, IN[i] e R(A, ml , no), IN[i] C L(M), 
IN[i] = INl[ i]  • IX2[ i ] , IXl[ i ]  e R(A, k, no), IX2[i] e R(A, n, no), P[i] e R(B, r, 
no) , O[i] e R(C, s, no), r ~ m --  n, s ~ 2(m --  n) - -  r; then K[i] -~aef {K(i) e 
CONF(M)/ i  >~ n o , i e N, g e K, K(i) = ([Nl( i) , IN2(i) ,  g, P(i), O(i))} is called 
a (computation) line of dimension m. We write K[i] ~ KL(M, m, no) , K[i] =aer 
(IN1 [i], IN2[i], g, P[i], O[i]). 
The set of all lines of dimension m is denoted as KL(M, m). K(io) e K[i] is 
called the i0-th point of the line K[i]. 
Note. nq-k  =[m lo r rn  l+  1. 
DEFINITION. Let KI[i],  K2[i] e KL(M,  k). We write KI[ i]  ~ K2[i], if there 
is ap(i) e NC such that for every i for which p(i) > 0 it holds that Kl(p( i ) )  ~Y-M 
K2(i). 
DEFINITION. Let there hold K1 [i] e KL(M, h), K1 [i] = (IN1 [i], IN2[i], g, 
P[i], O[i]); we write then rank(Kl[i]) =da 2" rank(lN2[i]) + rank(P[/]). 
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Convention. I f  in the sequel of this chapter the contrary is not stated, we 
assume that for every M it holds that M~LDT and M = (K, A, B, C, delta, 
go, z0, h, F). 
Note. Let IN[i] CL(M) hold, as well as IN[i] ~ R(A, k), IN[i] ~- coal ~ ''' aikck. 
For 2~/and IN[i] such a M1 ~LDT can easily be constructed that the strings 
al ,  a 2 ,..., a~ are elements of the input alphabet of M1 and that M1 simulates M 
on the set IV[i]. This means that if vwh ~ IN(io) , (v, wh, g, w, y) ~ CONF(3/I) 
v, w E {ai ..... ak, Co ,..., ck}* then there exists a (v, whl, g l ,  x, y), ~ CONF(M1) 
and 34(vw) = Ml(vw).  The construction of M1 is a matter of routine and 
will not be discussed here. 
Convention. Without losing generality we assume in the sequel that for every 
KI[ i]  e KL(M, k) it holds that K[i] = ( INl[ i ] , IN2[i] ,g,  P[i], O[i]), so that 
fN[i] = cla lb.(i) "." @(i)c~ and a 1 , . . . ,  a s U A, IN[i] = INl[ i ]  * IN2[i]. 
Note. Every infinite context-free language contains at least one series of rank 1 
or 2 (see Example 2.2). 
We shall prove that every infinite language from Ti contains a series of a rank 
higher than 0 and lower than 2 i + 1. The proof will be by induction. The asser- 
tion of the induction step is as follows: K P ~ R(A, k), P C L(M),  then there is a 
V ~ R(C, r), r <~ 2k, such that V C M(P).  
This assertion will be proved by means of Lemmas 2.1 to 2.7. Using these 
lemmas we proceed from the line K1 [i] = ({A}, IN[i], go, z0, {A}) to the line 
END[i] = (IN[i], {A},g, zo, VIi]), so that g~F,  KI[ i]  ~ K2[i] ~ "- 
END[i], K1 [i], K2[i],..., END[i] ~ KL(M,  k). Thus the assertion will be proved. 
LEMMA 2 .1 .  Assume that K[i] e KL(M,  k, no) , K[i] = (IN1 [i], C,  iN2[i], 
g, P[i] • V, O[i]). Let there exist i o > no, w e B*, such that K(io) ~-u  ED(io), 
ED(io) = (L¥(io)C , IN2(io) , g~, Pl(io)w , O(io) y), while the pushdown store of the 
transducer M never gets shorter than '~ P(io) [ during the computation from K(io) to 
ED(io). Then KI[i]  = (INI[ i]  • C, IN2[i], gl , P[i] • w, O[io] .y )  e KL(M,  k), 
K[i] ~ KI[i]. 
Proof. The lemma follows directly from the definition of a line and of the 
relation ~.  
LEMMA 2.2. Let the following hold: KI[ i]  ~ KL(M,  k, no), KI[ i]  = (INI[i],  
/N2[i], g, P[i] • PI[i], O[i]), PI[ i]  = b~(i)d, I b ] ~ 1, z(i) ~ NC. Let there be 
some io < n o such that z(io) ~ 3 "[/K [1 and Kl(io) ~--M ED = (INl(i0) , IN2(io) , 
gl , P(io), O(io)w). Then there exists a K2[i] ~ KL(M,  k) such that KI[i]  ~ K2[i] 
holds and rank(Kl[i]) > rank(K2[i]). 
Proof. During the computation from Kl(i0) to ED(inclusively) M passes 
through the configuration ED1 = (INl(io) , IN2(io) , g~ , P(io) , O(io)x), the length 
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of the pushdown store during the computation from Kl(i0) to ED1 always being 
at least equal to Pl(io). Let P2( i )P l ( i )=  d~br'i+aod, i ~ no, and P[i] = 
P3[ i ] ,  P2[i]. It holds that r" i o + k o ~ Z(io) >/3 • I[ K II. Thus there exist 
configurations C1, C2 such that Kl(i0) ~-M C1 ~-M C2 ~M ED1, 
e l  = (INl(io), IN2(io), g3 , P(io) dlbJ, O(io)v), and 
C2 = ( IN l(io), IN2(io), g3 , P(io) dzbJ-v, O(io) vy), p > 0 
and during the computation from C1 to C2 the pushdown ever gets shorter 
than it is at C2. Passing from C1 to C2 M gets into a cycle, so that, e.g., 
C2 #-M C3 = ( IN l(io), IN2(io), g3 , P(io), d~ bjm°d(v), O(io) vy[J/~]), 
where [j/p] denotes the integer part of liP. 
Let us assume that r(i) = r " i + k o ,J2 = r(io) - - J  (J2 is the number of the 
strings b that were read during the computation from Kl(i0) to C1). The number 
of complete cycles of the type C I ~-M C2 performed uring a computation 
beginning in KI(  p - i) is 
[r(p'i)p -- j2] _=r . i  + [ ~ 1  =r ' i  + ke . 
Let k~ = p - -£  mod(p), C~(i) : ( IN l( p . i), IN2( p " i), gz , P( P . i) dlb ~1, 
O(p .  i) vj'i+kz). Then K l (p  "i) ~-M C,(i) holds for i ~ i0; thus KI[i] :~ 
C~(i), since C2o(i)eKL(M , k -~ 1), Kl[i] eKL(M,  k) C KL(M, k + 1). It is 
always possible to choose P2[i] in such a way that rank(P3[i]) < rank(P3[i]. 
P2[i] • PI[i]), and thus C~(i) E KL(M, k). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let KI[i] ~ KL(M, k, no) , KI[i] = (INl[i], IN3[i] • IN2[i], g, 
P[i] . PI[i], O[i]); for i ~ n o , Pl(i) = dlbr(i)d2 , IN3(i) = a h(i), r(i), h(i) e NC, 
]al  = 1, I bl ~> 1. Let there be i o > no, i 3 >~ 0 such that Pl(i0) = blb~'tlKIld2 
Kl(i0) ~--M ED, ED ~- (INl(/0) a '3, ai4IN2(io), g~ , P(io) b~ , O(io) xl); then there 
exists a K2[i] e KL(M, k) such that K1 [i] ~ K2[i] andrank(K2[i]) < rank[K1 [i]). 
Proof. Let h(i) = e ' i -~ e~ and thusIN3(i) = a"'~+el and PI(i) = d~b~'i+~'ld2 . 
From the assumption it follows that r • i 0 q- r 1 ~ 3 • [] K]], and thus during 
the computation from Kl(i0) to ED at least 3 • ]] K ]1 strings b are erased from the 
pushdown store. Thus there exist C1, C2 e CONF(M) such that Kl(i0) *M 
C1 ~-M C2, 
C1 = ( IN l (io) a h, a52IN2(io), g2 , P(io) dl b~, O(io) v), 
C2 = (IN1 (io) a h+s, d2-~IN2(io), g2 , P(io), da bj-~, O(io) vy), 
where p > 01 s ~ 0, and during the computation from C1 to C2 the length of 
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the pushdown store will be at least equal to I P(io) db~-~ [ = PST(C2) .  Passing 
from C1 to C2 M gets into a "reading" cycle. 
We discuss first the case when s > 0. 
(a) Let there exist a i t ~ N ,  i 1 >/ i  o such that 
e " i4 -e  1 - - j~  r • i 4- rl - -  (r "i o + r 1 - - j )  < 
s p 
holds for i >/ i~. (For a sufficiently great i, IN3( i )  at the input is read before 
-Pl(i) from the pushdown store.) Let us take k 1 = s - - J l  mod(s), 
r(i) = r " i + rl , A = ~(i0) - j ,  
k(i) = e • i -7 el - -  k~ , xq)  = e . i @ k2 , z(i) ~ r(s " i) - -  p " x(i) - -  j4; then 
C,( i )  = ( IN l ( s  • i) El ah(s'i), akIC~IN2(s • i), ga , P(s  - i) dlb ~(°, O(s • i) vy ~(~)) 
CONF(M)  for i >/i~ where for these i it holds that K l (s  "i) ~-- C~(i). Thus 
KI[ i ]  ~ Cs[i], since Cs[i ] ~ KL(M,  k + 1). lN3[ i ]  can always be chosen in such 
a way that rank( IN3[ i ]  • IN2[ i ] )  > rank(IN2[i]) .  Thus C~[i] ~ KL(N I ,  k) holds, 
rank(C~[i]) < rank(Kl[i]). The lemma is thus proved for this case. 
(b) In every other case there exists a i 2 ~ N such that 
e ' i4 -e l - - ] ' l~> r ' i4 - r  1 - ( r - i  0+r l - j )  for i> i~ 
s p 
(i.e., P I( i )  is almost always read before IN3(z)). Let us assume that J4 = 
r ' i  o+r  l - j ,  k 1 =p- - j4mod(p) ,  
x(i)  = r " i + k2 , h(i) = e " i + el , v(i) = h( p . i) - -  s " x(i) - -  j l  , Cp(i) -= 
( IN l (p  " i) cla~'~(i)+h, a*(i)c2IN2( p • i). g~ , P (  p • i) dlb~1, P (  p • i) vy~(i)); then 
C~( i )a  CONF(M) ,  Kl (p"  1)~--M C~(i) holds for i >~ i~. Thus it holds that 
C~[i] a KL (M,  k + 1). P I ( i )  can always be chosen in such a way that rank 
(P[i] *P I [ i ] )>  rank(P[/]). From this it follows that C~[i] a KL(M, k) and 
KI[ i ]  ~ C~[i], while rank(Kl[i]) > rank(C~[i]). 
Thus the lemma is proved also for this case. 
Let us assume that s = 0. Then Lemma 2.1 allows us to pass from K1 [i] to a 
line KCl [ i ]  such that C1 ~ KCl [ i ] .  The line KCl [ i ]  fulfils the assumptions of 
Lemma 2.2, and this fulfils the proof. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let M eLDT,  v e B*, q e B*, 
CI = (a, b, g, CCl, d) e CONF(M), 
62 = (a, b, g, eclwCl , ddl) E CONF(M), C1 ~M C2, 
and during the computation from C1 to C2 let the length of the pushdown store not 
be less than [ c [. Then ab ~L(M). 
Proof. M is a deterministic transducer, for which C~ = (a, b, g, c(qv)~q, 
ddi ) e CONF(M) holds for any i e N. The computation on the input word ab 
never comes to end. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let KI[i]  e KL(M, k, no), for i >~ no, IN2(i) = a'(i)IN4(i), 
KI[i] = (INl[i], IN2[],  g, P[i], O[i]). Assume that there is an io e N, i o > no, 
such that Kl(io) ~- i  ED, ED = (INl(io)cq filN4(io),ga , P(io)W, O(io)x), l w f >/ 
3"1l K]I; then there is a K2[i] e KL(M, k) such that KI[ i ]  ~ K2[i] and rank 
(KI[i]) > rank(K2[i]). 
Pro@ In the computation from Kl(i0) to El) a sequence of configurations 
r ~-IIKII can be chosen in such a way that PST(L~) increases and every configura- L~i f i= 1 
tion in the computation from Li to L~+ i contains a pushdown store the length of 
which is greater than Li • Since the number of states is I] K H, some states are 
repeated, and so are some of the symbols at the accessible nd of the pushdown 
store in the configurations following those states. Thus we can write: There 
exist C1, C2 e CONF(M), Kl(io) ~--M C1 ~-M C2 and beB+, v, zeB*  and 
s e N w 0 such that Cl = (INl(io) ah, ahIN4(io) , g3, P(io)zb, O(io)x ), C2 = 
(INl(io) ah+% ah-8IN4(io), ga , P(io)Z b v b, O(io) xy). Here s always is positive, 
since in the other case INl(io) IN2(io) 6L(M) would hold according to Lemma 
2.4. 
Let p(i) = p • i - /P i .  Assume that k i = s --  Ji mod(s), 
k2 = [ Pl  ~$ J l  .], x(i) = p" i + k 2 , h(i) = p(s " i) -- 1<21, 
Cs(i) = (INl(s " i) d "i), akllN2(s • i), ga, P(s " i) zb(vb) x(i), O(s " i) xy~(i)). For 
i >~ io it holds Cs(i) E CONF(M), K l (s"  i) ~--M Cs(i), C~(i) ~ KL(M, k + 1). 
IN4[i] can always be chosen in such a way that rank(IN2[i]) > rank(IN4[i]), 
from which it follows that C~(i) e KL(M, k), KI[ i ]  ~ C~(i), and rank(C~[i]) < 
rank(K1 [i]); Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let K1 [i] e KL(M,k,  no), K1 [i] = (IN1 [i], IN2[i], P[ i]• w, O[i]), 
IN2(i) = a~(i)IN3(i), where p( i )e NC, i o >~ no; assume that there are ioe N, 
i o >no ,  k~ ~> 3 "IIKII and Ct .... ,CeeCONF(M)  such that K l ( io )~- i  
Ci ~- i  "'" ~--i C~, and that during the computation from Kl(io) to C1 the length 
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of the pushdown store never is less then [ P(i0)], while during the computation from 
C~ to C~ the length of the pushdoz~vz store never is less than PST(C~) = ! P(io)], 
and that PST(CI)  = PST(C2) --  - -  PZT(C~),  C~ = (lnl(io) a% a~IN3(io) 
g, , P(io)v , O(io) wl). Then there is a/£2[/] ~ KL(M,  k) such that KI[ i]  ~ K2[i] 
and rank(Kl[i]) > rank(K2[i]). 
Pro@ The configurations C1 to C7~, h 1 /> 3 • ]I K II, have identical contents 
of the pushdown store. Thus there are m, n, s such that 1 ~< m < n ~< h 1 and 
0 <<. s, C~ = (INl(io) ah, aJ~rN3(io) , gs, P(io)V, O(i)x), C,~ = (INl(io) ah+~ 
ai2-qN3(io), g2 , P(io)V, O(i) xy). Let p(i) --  p " i @ px . We choose a ha = 
s - -Lmod(s  ), k s= [(pt-- j~)/s],  h ( i )=p( i ) - -k3 ,  x ( i )=p ' i+hs ;  it is 
possible to do this, since s > 0. I f  s = 0 then INl(io) IN2(io) ~L(M)  would hold 
according to Lemma 2.4. Assume further that C~(i)-= ( IN l ( s ' i )a  ~(~'i), 
d~qN3(s "i), P(s " i)v, O(s " i) xy~(~)). For every i ~> i0 it holds that Kl(s  " i) '*~-M 
C~(i), and thus Cs[i] ~ KL(M,  h q- 1) and KI[ i]  ~ Cs[i] ' IN3[i] always can 
be chosen in such a way that rank(IN3[i]) < rank(IN2[i]). Then C~[i] ~ KL(M, k) 
holds and rank(C~[i]) < rank(Kl[i]). Q.E.D. 
LEMIVIA 2.8. Let n, m, k ~ N. Assume that there is a f~: {1, 2,..., m} -+ 
.. _n-1 kS {1, 2..., m} --* {1, 2,..., n}. Let k, n ~> 2; m > (k --  1) 22~=o . Then there are 
al ,..., ak z {1,..., m} such that a 1 < a s < "" < a~ and f(a~) = f(as) = "" = 
f(a~) and f(ai)  <f ( j ) fo r  every ai < j <~ m. 
Proof. Is being left to the kind reader, who might the following example. 
E~MPL~2.3.  Letn=3,  h=3,  m=27 
33 33  33  33  33  33  
2 2 2 2 
1 1 
33 33  33  
2 2 
12345678910 15 "- 20 ... 27 
2 
2-~ 3 j =2- (1+3-4-9)  =26 
j=0 
THEOm~M 2.4. Let KI[ i ]  e KL(M,  k), rank(Kl[i]) > 0. Then there exists a 
/£2[/] ~ KL(M,  k) such that K[i] ~ /£2[/] holds and rank(Kl[i]) > rank(K2[i]). 
Proof. Let KI[ i ]  ~ KL(M,  h, no), K I [ i ]=  (INl[i], IN2[i], gl , P[i], O[i]). 
The proof will be divided into three cases: 
(~) IN2[ i ]cR(A , r ) ,  r ~> 1 and P I [ i ]~R(B,  rl) , rl >~ 1; 
(fl) IN2[i] s R(A, 0); 
(7) Pl[i] ~R(B, 0). 
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First we shall prove the case a. 
Let IN2(i) = ca~(i)IN6(i), p(i) e NC, P(i) = P2(i) b~")d, z(i) e NC, I a [ = 1, 
[b[ >~ 1, i~n  o. 
we shall follow the computation of the transducer M beginning in the con- 
figuration Kl(i0), where i o > no, z ( io )> 3"ll K]I (i.e., we choose io great 
enough with respect o the following procedure). 
During the computation from Kl(i0) we shall check whether the string c at 
the input or the string b~'lIKlld (backward) from the pushdown store will be read 
first. In the second case the conditions of Lemma 2.2 are fulfilled and K2[i] can 
be determined after this lemma. 
In the first case, there is a Cl(io) ~ CONF(M),  Kl(i0) ~-M C1(i0) such that 
Cl(i0) ~ (INl(io)c, a~(i°)IN6(io), g3, P3(io), O(io)y), I P3(i0)l > I P2(/0)]. 
According to Lemma 2.1 there are n 1 >/no,  P3[i] such that C1 [ i ]=  (IN1 [i] • C, 
a~(~'IN6[i],g3 , P3[i], O[i] . xy), CI[i] e KL(M,  k, ha), KI[ i]  =~ CI[i]. 
Let P3(i) ~ P4(i) b~(ildl , r(i) E NC, 
6,]IKII.IOI+Idll 
Mr = ~ (3- II K IlY,/1 > nl,  p(il) > Mr, r(il) > Hr. 
j=l 
(An i~ sufficiently great with respect to the following discussion is chosen). 
We shall now follow the computation beginning with Cl(il) and having the 
length of Hr • [b] steps. During this computation either a ~(q) at the input 
nor b ~(° from the pushdown store is all read. Let Hr "1 b[ = kl ,  CI(il) = 
C1 F--M Ca ~--i  "'" ~--M CTq" For the computation C, to C~1 one of the following 
three cases holds: 
(1) There is a je  N, j  <~ k~, such that PST(Cj)  > PST(CI)  + 3 "ll KII. 
(2) There is a j e N, j ~ hi ,  such that PST(Cj)  < PST(C~) -- [ d~ ] -- 
3 - I] K I] " [ b I (from the pushdown tape 3 • ]I K II strings b are read). 
(3) For every i E {I, 2,..., kl} it holds that 
PST(CI) -- 3 " l] K [I "] b [ -- ] d~ I <~ PST(Ci) ~ PST(C~) + 3 " I[K [[. 
In case i the assumptions of T,emma 2.5 are fulfilled, and a K2[i] exists 
according to this lemma. 
In case 2 the assumptions ofLemma 2.2 or those of Lem_ma 2.3 are met, which 
completes the proof. 
7c 2 
In case 3 it holds that k 1 > (3 • [1 K II - -  1) " ~25=o (3 • I1 K I[ " I b [)J, k~ = 
3 • 11K 11 • (1 + ] b 1) + [ d 11. According to Lemma 2.8 it is possible to choose 
a l ,  a~ .... , a~, in such a way that PST(C~)  = PST(Ca)  and, for every j  > a~, 
PST(C~) ~ PST(Ca). 
Thus the assumptions of Lemma 2.7 are met. This completes the proof for 
case 3 and also for the whole case a. 
(/3) I f  IN2[i] ~ R(A, 0), then rank(P[/]) > 0, since rank(K1 [i]) > 0. 
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Let P(i) = P3(i)b~(i)d, z(i)e NC. We choose i0 in such a way that Z(io) = 
3'11Kll.  There is a C~ such that K l ( i0 )~-v  C1 and PST(Q)= 1 P3(i0)l. 
Otherwise INl( io)IN2(io)eL(M). would not hold. From this it follows that 
K2[i] can be determined after Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
(y) P(i) ~ R(B, 0); in this case we can proceed analogically as in case c~. 
During the computation from "C,"  to "Ck~ ," however, we take into account 
the cases 1 and 3; one of them must hold, since it is enough to choose the 
number zero as the lower bound of the length of the pushdown store during the 
computation from C, to C~.  
THEOREM 2.5. Let k ~ 1, IN[i] ~ R(A, k), IN[i] C L(M). Then there is an r, 
1 ~ r ~ 2k, and an O[i] such that O[i] e R(C, r), O[i] C M(LN[i]). 
Proof. Let KO[i] = (A, IN[i], go, Z, A); it holds that KO[i] eKL(M,  k), 
and KO[i] is of rank 2k. Thus it is enough to pass to a line that is a rank lower, 
according to Theorem 2.4. We get the line KED[i] of rank 0. By means of 
Lemma 2.1 we can pass to the line END[i] = (IN[s" i], A, g, Zo, O[i]), where 
g eF  (IN[i] CL(M)).  Thus it holds that O[i] C M(IN[i]), O[i] e R(C, r), 
r ~2h.  
We shal ! prove r > 0 by contradiction. Let r = 0; then O[i] = {w}, w e C*. 
Since MeLDT,  there is a h 1 e N such that for every v eL(M)  it holds that 
[ v ] < k 1 "l M(v)I. Since rank(IN[i]) >~ 1, IN[i] CL(M),  there is a v I elN[i] 
Iv  1[ >2 '  ]w] 'k l ;hence2-  [w[ "k 1 <v  I <k  1" lw],  and thus 2" Iw] <,  
] w [, which is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Every infinite language L C A*, L ~ Ti contaim" a series 
O[i] ~ R(A, r), where 1 ~ r ~ 2 i. 
Proof. For T I the corollary holds (see Example 2.2); the proof proceeds then 
by induction after the preceding theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. I2k+1 ~ TT~ ,for k >~ 1. 
Proof. I2k+l ~ R({c, a}, 2 k + 1) according to Lemma 2.lb. The proof will be 
by contradiction. Let 12k+l e Tk; according to Corollary 2.5 there is an R 1 E 
R({c, a}, r), 1 ~ r ~ 2 i such that R 1 C I2k+a . According to Lemma 2.1a this 
is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.7. T~ C Tk+l for h ~ N. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1.3 it holds that I(2k+~) ~ Tk+l • According to 
Theorem 2.6 it holds that/(2~+i) ¢ TI~ • Since T k C T~+I, then T k C T~+ 1 . 
Q.E.D. 
6¢3/38/I-2 
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In this paragraph we shall outline a proof of the assertion that T~ C CS. in  
the sequel, we shall refer before all to Hopcroft and Ullman (1969). 
THEOREM 3.1. Tk C_ CS, for k c N. 
Proof. Let L k ~ T~. Then there exist L 1~ T 1 and M1,  M2,...  , M~_ 1 such 
that MI(L1)= L2, M2(L~)= L a ,..., Mk-l(Lk-1)= Lk and at the same time 
there exists k 1 ~ N such that for every w ~L~ it holds that 
k~- I Mk- l (""  (M~(MI(w)) "")1 > I w I 
since the transducers Mi are from LDT. 
Let us now construct a system consisting of a two-tape Turing machine H 1 
and from pushdown store transducers M 1 "" M~_ 1 . This system will recornize 
the language L~. The system operates as follows: On the first tape of H 1 there 
will be written wh 1 , where w is the word to be read and h 1 is an end marker. 
The operation of the system begins with marking a segment of the length 
] w I " kl on the second tape of H 1 by means of the end markers. Then H 1 will 
enumerate into this segment he words that go into it and that belong to L 1 . 
I f  such a word ~ is written on the tape, it will be copied by / /1  onto the input of 
M 1 and the operation of M l will start. Then the output of M 1 will be copied on 
the input of M 2 , etc. 
At the same time, H 1 checks the length of the translations in order they might 
not be longer than k 1 • I w I. If  the translation is longer, then ~ will not be a model 
for w. 
The output of M~_ 1 is compared with w by Hi  • I f  some output from M~_ 1 
equals w, then w e L~. I f  all words from L 1 shorter than ] w [ • k 1 are enumerated 
and no one is translated onto w, then w ~L~. 
It  is possible to carry out all constructions discussed above. A number of 
similar constructions i given in Hopcroft and Ullman (1969). 
We shall not give here a detailed proof of this theorem, 1 since it is too long 
for the purpose of the present discussion. 
THmREM 3.2. ~)i~N Ti C CS. 
Proof. I t  has been shown in Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) that L1 = 
{ai/i is a prime number) is a context-sensitive language. 
I f  we assume that L 1 E T i ,  then it follows from Theorem 2.5 that in L1 there 
exists a subset of the shape 
{a~r~+sld '~'m+s2 ' ' '  a~i'"~+s~i/m ~ N}. 
1 From Theorems 2.7 and 3.1 it follows that, for every k, Tj~ is a proper subset of CS. 
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Then, of course, there exists a m such that the sum ~ rj • m @ s, is not a prime 
number (e.g., m = ~'  sj), which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Conclusion. The discussion has fulfilled the objective we raised. We would 
apparently get a system similar to Ti, even if we used nondeterministic automata. 
From a linguistic viewpoint, one of the main drawbacks of context-free 
grammars has been seen in the fact that structmes of the type xx, where x is a 
string (cf. Postal, 1964, about Mohawk, or the English construction with 
respectively; for a more exact formulation, see Fidelholtz, 1964), surpass their 
weak generative power. On the other hand, many types of linguistic descriptions 
and analyses have been found to be weakly equivalent with context-free gram- 
mars (cf. Postal's quoted book, or Gross, (1964)); this concerns uch systems 
developed independently of each other, in different times and countries, as 
dependency, configurations, predictive analysis, categorial grammar, etc. (when 
formulated as correct formal systems). Such a development suggests that natural 
language is in some sense near to context-free languages, but includes also 
some modifications surpassing the power of CF grammars. 
Considerations of this kind, together with the use of dependency syntax 
(which is not so closely connected with the word order as phrase structure 
grammar is, so that the transduction between levels may be handled by a 
mechanism weaker than transformations), have led to a treatment of strings of 
the shape xx as derived from xa~ (where ~ is the mirror image of x), i.e., to 
the use of a CF or dependency grammar the language generated by which is 
processed by a pushdown transducer. I f  the dependency relations (or those 
between a head and its modifiers) are included in the CF language, they can be 
used afterward by the transducer, the head of each phrase "waiting" in the 
pushdown store and being confronted with each of its modifiers. Thus, instead 
of P-markers we use only terminal strings in which dependency relations are also 
represented, and instead of transformations we use general mappings defined 
in the form of pushdown transducers (in which the nondeterministic properties, 
i.e., the choices of synonymous alternative expressions are localized so that a pair 
of an input and an output string can be connected by at most one computation). 
A framework of this type has been described in Sgall et al. (1969) and Sgall 
and HajiSovfi (1970). Its use in linguistics is not so widespread as that 
of transformational grammar, but several decisive phenomena have been studied, 
not only as for Czech, but also as for English (partly also Russian and German) 
and for a contrastive analysis of these languages: presupposition, topic, and 
focus have been given a detailed analysis in Sgall, Haji~ov~i and Benegovfi (1973); 
for a description using transformational terms, see Hajieov~i and Sgall (1975); 
questions of verbal frames have been discussed in Panevovfi (1974); several 
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studies by members of the Prague group, concerning questions of formalism as 
well as empirical problems (synonymy, negation, tense, modality, some types 
of adverbials, coordination) are included in Klein and Stechow (1974). 
It has been shown in the quoted studies that many of the phenomena commonly 
described by means of transformations can be accounted for in the form of 
modifications carried out by transducers of the type characterized above. Thus, 
passivization can be described by a modification of a verb token (carried out 
when that token is written down on the pushdown tape) that triggers the change 
of "objective" into "subject," when the dependent NP having this index is 
confronted with the verb during the transduction from the underlying level to 
that of surface syntax. Similarly, with various types of nominalizations it is 
possible to modify first the main verb (which is assigned aspecific index, corre- 
sponding, e.g., to a verbal noun) and then its participants (which become nominal 
adjuncts rather than subject, object, etc.), if it is granted that the transducer 
reads first the governing symbol and then the symbols depending on it (see 
below as for two possible ways how to ensure this). During the transduction 
from surface syntax to morphemics the symbols of sentence parts, auxiliary 
functions (tense, mood, etc., and also number), etc. are changed into the corre- 
sponding prepositions, conjunctions, and endings, while also the phenomena of
concord are handled first of all by means of a change made while the symbols of 
the governing word token and of its modifications (expansions, depending 
symbols) are confronted, one of them being read at the input and the other at 
the accessible nd of the pushdown tape. All these and many other details, 
including a comparison with the transformational framework, are characterized 
in a systematic way in Sgall et al. (1969) and in the other studies quoted in the 
last paragraph. 
In most of the quoted studies, it is assumed that four transducers of the type 
specified now more exactly by Pl~itek are needed: Two of them translate the 
strings generated by the grammar (and interpreted as semantic representations) 2 
to strings interpretable as(surface) syntactic forms of sentences, the other two 
change these strings into morphemic representations (the conversions of which 
to phonemic and phonetic strings require only local context, so that they can be 
described by finite transducers, which do not change the generative power of 
the whole system). The necessity of two transducers between the adjacent levels 
was given by the fact that the semantic representations had a shape similar to 
(a)--with further embedding possible (not even the number of modifiers of a 
given head is limited, cf. the characterization f dependency structures given 
in Sgall, 1967); here the head is placed, in the general case, to the right of some 
of its modifiers, and to the left of the others, so that it is necessary to change this 
As for the shape of semantic representations a d their elationship tological structures, 
see I-Iaji~ov~i, KN~ek and Sgall (1975), where some aspects of a translation procedure 
between our SR's (describing linguistic meaning) and logical anguages (describing 
cognitive content) are studied. 
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order by the first transducer, before the proper translation to the next level 
begins. 
(a) _dR((CR'B)R(DR'(ER'F))),  where .d, B,..., F are formatives, and 
indices on the operators denoted here simply by R may indicate the kind and 
orientation of dependency (here R'  denotes its right argument as depending 
on the left one). 
After a deeper analysis of the empirical questions of this "deep word order" 
(interpreted as a scale underlying the dichotomy of topic and focus, see Sgatl et al., 
1973, and Haji~ov~i and Sgall, 1975) it is assumed that the semantic representa- 
tions may have a form similar to (b), i.e., instead of a CF grammar, a dependency 
grammar with no limits on the number of sister nodes is used, the representations 
are regarded as linearizations of dependency trees, where every "governing" 
node is written to the left of its descendants; the position of a verb with regard 
to its participants i determined at the level of surface structure only. 
(b) D(AC(B) E(F)). 
This modification appears to permit to reduce the number of pushdown 
transducers from 4 to 3 or even to 2, which would bring the mechanism nearer 
to linquistic intuitions, and which would also reduce even more the weak 
generative power of the description as a whole. 
But even if natural anguage could be assumed to belong "only" to the class 
T¢--as indicated above--is it not worth while to check this hypothesis ? 
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